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Abstract: - The performance of a multilevel frequency shift keying/frequency hopping-spread spectrum 
multiple access (MFSK/FH-SSMA) system over a cochannel interference scenario is dependent on multiuser 
detection schemes. Many investigations have demonstrated huge potential capacity and performance 
improvement by using multiuser detection schemes. However, their schemes are extremely complex while the 
total number of users is increased because the multiuser interference becomes larger. In this paper, we propose 
a novel multiuser detection scheme to reduce the complexity of decoding process. The performance of the 
system with the proposed scheme over a nonfading channel is simulated and compared with that of 
conventional and other multiuser interference cancellers. Simulation results show that the proposed scheme 
reduces the system complexity and improves the bit error rate (BER). 
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1. Introduction 
The spread spectrum techniques in 

communication systems, such as DS-SSMA [1]-[3] 
and FH-SSMA[4],[5], permit many simultaneous 
users to share a single transmission medium through 
the assignment of unique codeword or hopping 
pattern to each user, respectively. Nevertheless, 
unlike in DS-SSMA where the data bandwidth is 
spread by direct modulation with a wideband 
spreading code, the spreading code in FH-SSMA is 
used to control the sequence of carrier frequencies. 

Frequency diversity is achieved by applying an FH 
pattern onto a data pattern and is obtained to 
mitigate multipath and diversity of the interferences 
as seen by any given user [6], [7]. However, the user 
capacity in FH-SSMA systems is hampered by 
multiuser cochannel interference (CCI). The term 
“CCI”, or named “hit”, occurs when more than one 
users’ tones occupy a specific frequency slot at the 
same time. An MFSK/FH-SSMA system was 
proposed by Goodman [7] to reduce the effect of 
hits. In addition, by properly designing 
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2. System Description frequency-hopping patterns, CCI can also be 
minimized as few as possible. Various kinds of 
address code sets have been studied [8]. 

In an MFSK/FH-SSMA system, there are M 
pairs of transmitters and receivers. Fig. 1 shows the 
block diagram of one transmitter. In the transmitter, 
every k bits of the input binary data are stored in a 
k-bit buffer. The k-bit message is then mapped into a 
symbol selected from one integer of the set 
{ }0, 1, 2, , 1K −  and denoted by xm for the mth 

user, where K=2k . The symbol xm with symbol 
duration of Ts is subdivided into L chips and then 

the vector Xm = ( Xm,0, Xm,1,…, Xm,L-1 ) is produced, 
where Xm,i = xm for i = 0, 1,…, L-1. Fig. 2 shows an 
instance of the encoding procedure, where the data 

vector X1 = (3, 3, 3, 3, 3) is showed in the matrix 
representation for K = 8 (k = 3) and L = 5. Each 

element of the resulting vector Xm is then translated 
in frequency by an amount that is determined by the 

corresponding element of hopping sequence Rm, 
where Rm is generated by different address element 
γm(m=1,2,…, M) selected from GF(K). The symbol 
GF(K) denotes the finite field (Galois field) of K 
elements. Let the address (hopping) pattern of user 
m be denoted by a vector 

For MFSK/FH-SSMA systems, Mabuchi et al. 
proposed a multiuser detection scheme based on 
canceling CCI [9]-[14]. In the scheme, the receiver 
decodes all users’ candidate data symbols jointly 
and then these symbols are utilized to produce the 
estimates of the received data matrix. By using the 
maximum likelihood decision rule, the matrix that 
has the most number of coincident entries with the 
received data matrix is selected. A modified 
Mabuchi scheme was proposed by Lin et al. [15], 
which further improved the system performance. 
However, these two schemes are unacceptable in 
many applications because of their huge amount of 
computational complexity especially when the total 
number of users increases in the system. Therefore, 
another scheme based on modification of Mabuchi’s 
scheme was proposed by us to improve the system 
complexity [16]-[19]. Furthermore, an effective 
interference cancellation algorithm that we proposed 
will get outstanding performance especially in 
nonfading environments. 

,0 ,1 , 1( , , ,m m m m LR R R − )=R       (1) 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. 

In Section 2, a novel multiuser detection scheme 
used in MFSK/FH-SSMA systems is proposed to 
cope with the increasing complexity resulting from 
the augmentative number of active users. The 
algorithm here gives a new method in choosing the 
candidate rows that will dramatically reduce the 
complexity of the system. In Section 3, the 
numerical analysis of the complexity of this system 
is carried out. In Section 4, computer simulations for 
various kind of schemes in the MFSK/FH-SSMA 
system will be carried out and the results of them 
will also be discussed. Finally, in Section 5, the 
main results of this paper are summarized. 

where Rm,i ∈ GF(K) represents the frequency 
channel occupied by the address at time slot i. With 
the addition operator denoted by “♁”, we will 

derive the encoded data pattern Ym by imposing the 
hopping pattern Rm upon the data pattern Xm. That is, 
the vector Ym = (Ym,0, Ym,1, … , Ym,L-1) transmitted by 
user m can be derived from Ym=Xm+Rm, where Ym,l, 

Xm,l, and Rm,l ∈ {0, 1, 2, …, K-1}. The addition rule 
denoted by “ ” here is exclusive♁ -OR (XOR) 

addition (the addition is operated after Rm and Xm 
are transformed into binary digits). As a result, the 
center frequencies of the data pattern elements are 
changed (hopped) by the elements of the hopping 

pattern. The matrix representation of Y1 in Fig. 2  
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Proposition 2: In the decoded matrix, any two 
frequency tones selected arbitrarily 
from L tones of the same undesired 
user are different. The proof of this 
proposition will be presented in 
Appendix. 

shows an example of the output of the frequency 

synthesizer derived from the hopping pattern R1 = 
(4, 3, 6, 7, 5) and the data symbol pattern X1 = (3, 3, 
3, 3, 3). 

Without loss of generality, it is assumed that 
user 1 is the desired user and the others are the 
undesired ones to CCI. Moreover, it is assumed that 
the FH patterns of all users are known and are 
distinct to each other.  

There is an important concept concealed in 
proposition 2, where it exhibits each tone in an 
incorrect row must comes from different users in the 
decoded matrix. That is, all the undesired users will 
at most contributes one of its tones to a specific 
incorrect row. The concept showed above will 
provide an important idea of “PO row”. 

 

2.1. Address Code Assignment 
In this section, we briefly review the method of 

hopping pattern assignment and invoke some 
propositions to show the properties of the 
transmission patterns. In order to make the detection 
precisely, the address pattern sets having good 
cross-correlation properties must be found. From the 
results presented in [8], it has been shown that the 
code set constructed by Einarsson is the optimal one 
for the MFSK/FH-SSMA system [6].  

 

2.2. A Novel Multiuser Detection Algorithm 
Based on Mabuchi’s Scheme for 
MFSK/FH-SSMA System 
In this section, a novel decoding algorithm for 

multiuser detection scheme is proposed to improve 
the complexity of the MFSK/FH-SSMA system. Fig. 
3 shows the receiver structure of the proposed 
scheme. As we know, two previous works on 
multiuser detection schemes proposed by [9] and 
[14] will generate great amounts of candidate 
matrices as the number of the active users increases. 
For the reason, the algorithm we proposed will 
focus on the reduction of the number of candidate 
matrices. In our scheme, the majority rows would be 
selected as the candidate rows of the desired user, 
while on the other side, the row named “PO row” 
(Pseudo-Optimal row) would be respectively chosen 
for the other users in their decoded matrices. The 
algorithm of the proposed multiuser detection 
scheme for the MFSK/FH-SSMA system is 
summarized as follows: 

Let the address pattern of user m be denoted by 

the vector Rm. Einarsson [6] proposes the following 
equation to generate a set of K addresses. 

2 1( , , , , )L
m m m m mγ γ β γ β γ β −=R ,    (2) 

where γm is an element of GF(K) assignment to user 

m and β is a fixed primitive element of GF(K). To 

see what transmitted signals Ym(m=1,2,…,M) can 
interfere with each other, properties of the pair of 
transmitted sequences are enumerated as follows. 

Let Y1 and Y2 denote two sequences generated by 
two different hopping sequences R1 and R2, 
respectively. It is noted that the properties showed 
next are all based on the word synchronous system. 
Proposition 1: With appropriate choice of β, two 

transmitted vectors with different 
address will coincide in at most one 
chip [6]. 

2.2.1. Firstly, the receiver detects the energy in each 
time-frequency cell of the received matrix. 
The energy in each cell is the summation of 
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transmitted tones from all active users. Fig. 4 
shows an example where K = 8, L = 3 and M 
= 5. 

2.2.2. The receiver decodes every user’s data 

symbols by the FH patterns Rm (m= 1, 2, …, 
5) and then choose the candidate of the data 
symbols of each user in Fig. 4 (d). In the 
desired user’s (user 1) decoded matrix D1, 
the majority rows are considered as 
candidates of the correct data symbol in the 
desired user’s decoded matrix. While in the 
other users’ decoded matrix, the “PO row” is 
selected as candidates of the correct data 
symbol. The reason for the choice of 
majority row instead of “PO row” in the 
desired user’s decoded matrix is to enlarge 
the probability of selecting the correct row. 
Fig. 4 (d) shows the decoded matrices of 

users derived from the hopping patterns Rm 
(m= 1, 2, …, 5) and the received matrix in 
Fig. 4 (c). 

2.2.3. Definition of PO row: A row which satisfies 
the following two conditions is named as the 
“PO row”, the first condition is that the row is 
a complete row (majority row) and the 
second is that this complete row must be the 
row having the largest energy among the K 
rows. The name “PO row” is denominated by 
us and is of the full name “Pseudo Optimal 
row”. This is because in most of the situations, 
the row belonging to the “PO row” is 
generally the correct data row. 

2.2.4. The reason for choosing the PO row: From 
proposition 2, one interference user will at 
most contribute one tone out of its L tones to 
a specific row. Moreover, owing to the 
matched dehopping pattern for the desired 

user, all the L tones of the user for decoding 
will appears in the correct row in nonfading 
environments. From the two property 
described above, the correct row is the one 
that has the most chances to become the “PO 
row” among the K rows. Nevertheless, when 
the number of interference user increases, it 
is not necessarily that the correct row is 
always the “PO row”, the name “Pseudo” is 
thus applied. 

2.2.5. Let Jm (1≤ Jm≤K) denote the number of the 
candidate rows decoded by the hopping 

pattern Rm. Therefore, when in the receiver of 
user 1, J1 means the number of majority rows 
and Jm (m≠1)  means the PO rows in the mth 
decoded matrix, respectively. Each candidate 
of the desired user’s data symbols is 
re-encoded and added with the candidate of 
the other users’ data symbols using the 
“energy SUM“ operation. Since each time we 
select one candidate row from each user, 

there are total 
1

M

m
m

J
=
∏ candidate matrices 

generated from this procedure. The example 
in Fig. 4 (d) shows that there are two 
candidates for the data symbols of users 1 
and one candidate for the data symbols of the 
other three users. Therefore, there are total 
two candidate matrices, “t2” and “t4”, 
derived from the “sum” operation of each 
re-encoded matrix generated from the 
combination of candidate rows. Nevertheless, 
there are four candidate matrices in the 
Mabuchi’s scheme. 

2.2.6. Among these 
1

M

m
m

J
=
∏  candidate matrices, we 

choose the one that has the most number of 
coincident cells with the original received 
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matrix. In other words, the energy of each 
cell in the candidate matrix is the same with 
that in the original received matrix, and the 
number of the cells is the maximum. Finally, 
the correct data symbol of the desired user 
would be extracted. In Fig. 4 (e), the fourth 
candidate matrix named “t4”, which consists 
of data symbols (7, 5, 3, 2, 2) extracted from 
each decoded matrix, is the one that has the 
most number of coincident cells with cells of 
the received matrix in Fig. 4 (c). 
Consequently, we can decode the correct data 
symbol “7” of the desired user (user 1) from 
the selected candidate matrix “t4”. On the 
contrary, there are four candidate matrices 
generated in the Mabuchi’s scheme and 
random choice between the matrices “t2” and 
“t4” would be applied. Finally, a decoding 
error in the Mabuchi’s scheme happens. 

In this example, we have shown that the 
proposed scheme can decode the correct data 
symbol even when the errors will occur in the 
Mabuchi’s scheme.  
 
 

3. Performance Analysis of System 
Complexity 

 

3.1. The Number of Candidate Matrices in 
Mabuchi’s Scheme 
In this subsection, the number of candidate 

matrices generated in the decoding process of 
Mabuchi’s and Lin’s scheme is analyzed (it is the 
same in both schemes). The analysis here assumes 
time and frequency synchronization of the FH 
pattern generator in the transmitter and receiver. 
Hop synchronous is also assumed. The situation 
where there is no noise or fading in the system is 

considered. 
Since Jm (1≤ Jm≤K) denote the number of the 

candidate rows (complete rows) decoded by the 

hopping pattern Rm. In both of the multiuser 

detection schemes in [9] and [14], there are 
1

M

m
m

J
=
∏  

(1≤ Jm≤K) candidate matrices of received matrix in 
each scheme. The symbol Ncandi is defined as the 
number of the candidate matrices normalized by the 
number of symbols per user [9] and is used to 
measure the system complexity. 

candi
Number of total candidate matricesN
Number of total symbols per user

= .     (2) 

In the following, theoretical analysis will be 
established. Firstly, the independence between all 
the decoded matrices is assumed. A tight bound 
proposed by [6] derives the probability that an 
incorrect row to be evolved into a complete row. 
Thus, in each of the decoded matrix, the probability 
for an incorrect row to become a complete row is 

1
1

0

11 (1 )
L

M i
cmp i

P
K i

−
− −

=

⎡ ⎤= Π − −⎢ ⎥−⎣ ⎦
.      (3) 

Over the K-1 incorrect rows, the probability that 
exactly q unwanted rows belong to the complete 
rows is 

11
( ) 1

q

cmp cmp

K
P q P P

q
− −−⎛ ⎞

⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤= −⎜ ⎟ ⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦
⎝ ⎠

K q

q

cmp

.      (4) 

The mean value concerning the average number of 
incorrect complete rows in a decoded matrix is 
defined and expressed as 

1 1

0

__ 1
1

K q K

m cmpq

K
J q P P

q

− − −

=

−⎧ ⎫⎛ ⎞
⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤= Σ ⋅ −⎨ ⎬⎜ ⎟ ⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦

⎝ ⎠⎩ ⎭
.     (5) 

Finally, through the multiplication of all the number 
of candidate matrices in each decoded matrices, the 
averaged number of candidate matrix is derived as 
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____ __
1

M

candi mN J
⎛ ⎞
⎜= +
⎜
⎝ ⎠

⎟
⎟ .            (6) 

It is noted that the number “1” in equation (6) 
represents the correct complete row which occurs 
inevitably in interference only channel. 
 

3.2. Reduction Efficiency of System 
Complexity 
In this subsection, a parameter η is defined to 

measure the degree of complexity reduction. The 
reduction efficiency of the system complexity is 
defined as 

( ) ( )
( )

Mabuchi Proposed

Mabuchi

N N
N

η
−

= ,          (7) 

where N is the average candidates (candidate rows 
or matrices per symbol, per user) in the process of 
decoding. 
 
 

4. Numerical and Simulation Results 
In this section, the presented numerical results 

are evaluated for various values of system 
parameters K, M and L. To better illustrate, the 
results will be presented into two parts: “analysis of 
bit error rate” and “analysis of system complexity”.  

 

4.1. Analysis of Bit Error Rate 
In this section, the performance of the system 

using the proposed CCI canceller is compared with 
those systems using the conventional, the Mabuchi’s 
and the Lin’s CCI canceller. Fig. 5 shows the bit 
error probability versus the number of active users 
for the four schemes K=16 and L=5 without fading. 
As expected, the proposed scheme performs better 
than the conventional scheme, the Mabuchi’s 

scheme and the Lin’s scheme in a non-fading 
channel. For instance, given nine users, Pb(M) = 
3.11×10-6  for the proposed canceller, while Pb(M) 
= 4.06×10-2 for the conventional receiver,  Pb(M) = 
5.7×10-3 for the Mabuchi’s canceller, and Pb(M) = 
2.8×10-5 for the Lin’s canceller. Noted that, as the 
number of active users M increases, the bit error 
rates (BER) of the Mabuchi’s scheme, the Lin’s 
scheme and the proposed scheme approach the bit 
error rate of the conventional scheme. This is 
because there are too many ambiguous candidates in 
the decoded matrix, which dramatically decreases 
the probability of correct decisions in all schemes. 
Fig. 5 reveals that when the BER is fixed at 10-3, 
there are 6 users supported by the conventional 
scheme, 8 users in the Mabuchi’s scheme and 12 
users in both the Lin’s and the proposed schemes. 
The result shows that high traffic load is admitted in 
the proposed scheme under a fixed value of BER. 
 

4.2. Analysis of System Complexity 
In this subsection, the system complexity of the 

system using the proposed CCI canceller is 
compared with the Mabuchi’s CCI canceller. The 
analysis in this subsection is concentrated on the 
number of candidate rows and matrices. Moreover, 
in the conventional scheme, none of the candidate 
matrices will be generated. Fig. 6 shows the number 
of candidate matrices Ncandi versus the number of 
active users M in log scales for the two schemes: the 
Mabuchi’s canceller in [9], and the proposed 
receiver. The number of the candidate matrices was 
with K=16 and the hopping pattern length L=5. As 
expected, the value Ncandi in the Mabuchi’s receiver 
increases nonlinearly as M increases. On the 
contrary, the value Ncandi increases almost linearly in 
the proposed receiver as M increases. Besides, the 
numerical and simulated results of Ncandi in the 
Mabuchi’s scheme will also be compared. From this 
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figure, it is shown that these two curves are most of 
the time coincidence in values. Table. 1 shows the 
detail values of the number of candidate matrices for 
the Mabuchi’s scheme and the proposed scheme, 
and the reduction efficiency of these two schemes is 
also calculated. As shown in Table 1, when the 
number of active users M is greater than 11, the 
reduction efficiency η will attain more than the 
percentage of ninety. Moreover, the reduction 
efficiency increases as the number of active users 
increases. 

Finally, Fig. 7 shows the complexity reduction 
efficiency η versus the number active users M for 
the candidate matrices and candidate rows in a 
non-fading channel. From the results in this figure, 
it can be observed that in spite of the reduction 
efficiency of candidate rows is not large, the 
efficiency is almost reaches to the percentage of 100 
as the number of active users M approaching to K. 
 
 

5. Conclusions 
This paper developed a novel algorithm for the 

multiuser detection schemes to decrease system 
complexity in MFSK/FH-SSMA systems. The 
performance of the system has been analyzed and 
compared with those of conventional the Mabuchi’s 
and the Lin’s CCI canceller. Simulation results show 
that the proposed scheme has much lower system 
complexity than the two multiuser detection 
schemes proposed by Mabuchi and Lin. Moreover, 
the bit error probability of the proposed scheme also 
outperforms the other detection schemes in 
nonfading channels. 
 
 

Appendix: 
In this section, the proof of the proposition 2 in 

section 2 will be presented. Without loss of 

generality, we assume that user 1 is the desired user. 

For the mth user(m≠1), we have Ym=Rm+Xm·1. After 
decoding by the hopping pattern of the desired user, 
the frequency position at the ith chip of the mth user 
is 

1
, 1, 1( ) i

m i i m mY R xγ γ β −− = − + .         (8) 

Now consider the next symbol Ym,j-R1,j at chip 
position j, where j≠ i. We have 

1
, 1, 1( ) j

m j j m mY R xγ γ β −− = − + .       (9) 

If we assume equation (8) is equal to equation (9), 
then we will derive 

1 1i jβ β− −= .               (10) 

The result derived in equation (10) conflicts 
with the finite field rule described in [20], where the 
conditions to the orders i, j of  β  meets i, j ≤ L 
and L ≤ K-1. That is, any two frequency tones 
selected from L tones of the same undesired user are 
different in the decoded matrix.  
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Fig. 1  Block diagram of an MFSK/FH-SSMA 

transmitter 
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Fig. 2  An example of the encoding procedure for an 

MFSK/FH-SSMA transmitter Fig. 3  The receiver structure of the proposed scheme for 

the MFSK/FH-SSMA system  
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Fig. 5  BER versus the number of active users M using 

the conventional canceller, the Mabuchi’s 

canceller, the Lin’s canceller, and the proposed 

canceller in a non-fading channel 
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Fig. 4  An example of decoding procedures proposed by 

us 

 

Fig. 6  The number of candidate matrix  Ncandi (per 

symbol, per user) versus the number of active 

users M using the Mabuchi’s canceller and the 

proposed canceller in a non-fading channel 
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Fig. 7  The complexity reduction efficiency η versus the 

number active users M in a non-fading channel, 

where the efficiency η is defined in equation (7) 

 

 

Active users 
M 

Mabuchi’s 
Scheme 

Proposed 
Scheme 

Reduction 
Efficiency 

η 

5 1 1 0 

6 1.011 1.004 0.673 

7 1.06 1.018 4.16 

8 1.23 1.056 14.05 

9 1.69 1.135 33.01 

10 3.10 1.278 58.71 

11 8.50 1.529 82.01 

12 45.75 1.969 99.69 

13 367.7 2.657 99.28 

14 2604.5 3.86 99.85 

15 20584.8 5.849 99.97 

 

Table. 1  The number of the compared candidate 

matrices and the reduction efficiency (K = 16, 

L = 5,non-fading channel) 
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